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3500 Expected to Attend Summer Session;
375 Courses Offered During Six Week Session
Pre-registration statistics indicate that more than 3500 students
are expected to attend this year’s
Summer Session, according to Dr.
-Raymond M. Mosher, director.
Registration for the session,
which Cs the largest in history,
will start Monday, July 3, and
regular classes will commence
at. 7 a.m. Wednesday, ’July 5.
Cards will be mailed by the office staff for registration appointments: Only those who have filed
registration permits will receive
appointment cards, acocrding to
Mosher-whe says that those who
failed to file permits- must register at 1:30 p.m., July 3. Last day
for late registration is Friday,
July 7, which is also the final day
to add courses.
All classes during ifieMiTiitveek session meet daily, Monday through Friday. and run
for 50 minutes. During the tfiree
week session, classes meet daily,
Monday through Saturday, and
will run approximately 80 min-

cations workshop. ,The workshop,
which will be held from June 27
375 Courses Offered
The six-weeks session will start to 30, will be of special interest to
July 3 and end August 11, while teachers and others, who, are conthe three-week session will con- cerned with the editing and publication of school newspapers, matinue until September 2.
Dwight
The 1950 program will fill the gazines and . yearbooks.
needs of a wide variety of students lilentel and >lis. Dolores Spursince 375 different courses wifl be geon of. the College Journalism
offered, of which nearly 300 will department and Douglas Murray
be given during( the six-week of Turlock high school will comprise the workshop faculty.
session.
Dr. Mosher says that a wide
Considerable portion of the en- e
rollment cotiSisls of teachers in recreational program will he
service who return to school to presented to students, highlighttake work that will further them ed by the appearance of a Danish gymnastic and folk dancing
in their fields:.
team. Numbering about 40, the
Another large block of students.
consists of regular session stu-’ group is sponsored by the Danish embassy in Washington, D.
dents who continue in the SumC., and currently is touring the
mer Session. These students may
earn at’t Wary its 15 u ts- ot t United States.
"The G lass Menagerie" and
work during the six and three
week sessions.
1, "School for Scendal" are on the
Four-Day Intersession
agenda of the Speech and Drama
Preceding the regular nine-week department, while folk dancing,
session, a four-day intersession swimming, and trips make up
will be devoted to a school publi- some more special features.
utes.

SD Staff Loses Eight The Weather
Members ViaGraduation
June graduation will cut a wide swath through the ranks of the
Spartan Daily staff and will include most of the editors for this quarter.
Editor Bob Skillicorn will be among those leaving the crowded
Daily office and after a vacation trip to Colorado will be editor of
the Son Carlos Enquirer in his home town of San Carlos.
Feature Editor Helen Oasis
will work in a summer camp for
girls and in the fail wilt start
work with a paper in the San
Fran-eisco Bay -area.

By "CUDDLES" HURLBERT
Everybody talks about it hut
nobody does anything, s guy
once said. But few will be talking about anything but IBM
markings and time limits for the
next four days. Who cares about
the weather eseept the seniors.
so let them hope for the best.
Friday’s high was a cool 72 with
a low of 52..

UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP

Antihistamine Manufacturers
Agree on Anti-C old Claims

27

Photo Editor Wally Walt er
(Winchell) ’Wenzel pines to do a
little free-lance writing and in his
spare moments will evaluate the
WASHINGTON (UP) !--1 Five
prospects of, going to UCLA to get
a master’s degree in journalism. Antihistamine manufacturers have
Florence Ross, society editor, agreed to stop -claiming that the
has no definite plans for the im- drug will prevent or cure a commediate future other than taking mon cold. This will not, however,
a long vacation. She hardly can prevent them from claiming that
be blamed for that, after fighting
off the battles of the traditional use of the drug. checks, relieves.
boxes of chocolates all quarter. or in many cases stops "the symptoms or maniEntations" of comLa Verne Potts will graduate
colds such as sneezing or wa-,
mon
this month but will return to be
editor of Summertimes, campus tering eyes or noses. The agreenewspaper for Summer -Session. ment was brought ’about by the
Shortly after graduation, Royce Federal Trades cc mmission.
Rout will take charge of the AA vance publicity for the annual REAL TROUBLE
Santa Clara county fair for the
SAN DIEGO (UP)The car
fair committee and the board of
thief who stole Mrs. Don Keler’s
supervisors.
193F,-sedaitib3e
Asie-Goiameaf=makif.w.igitor, will serve his internship this
summer on the San Bruno Herold but will graduate with his
class this month. %

he’S catight. Mrs. Kelikr is the-wife
of the San Diego District Attorney.
CALIFORNIA PAPERS RATE .
PROVIDENCE. R.I. (UP) The
Salinas Californian has been rated
by the National Editorial association as being the top daily newspaper in the U.S. for general
newspaper excellence. The Californian also took second place for
excellence in typography among
daily newspapers-. The San Jose
Mercury Herald won secono pilze
for general excellence, and third
prize for typography. The awards
were made at the annual convenr.

.
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"That Spartan Team", a song written by Miss Janis Koppitch,
was declared the winner of the San Jose State college song contest
after Music department faculty members met Thursday night for final
contest judging.
Miss Koppitch, who wrote biIth the words and music to "That
Spartan Team", will receive a
first prize of $257--’ The second prize winner of $15
is Rex Williams for his song,
"Hymn". Named third place winner is Darrell Graves who submitted "Fight Song".
RUNNERS-UP
Runners-up ate "Fight Song" by
"Fight, SparCharlene Wilson;
Old-Hearst-Durieenttricirin Pleatans, Fight" bs W a r r en van santon is the scene of the senior
Bronkhorst; and "Fight Song" by class frolic today. About 1900
Donald van Rossetti.
members of the class of 1950 headMiss Koppitch is_a music ma- ed north this morning to particiiler and history minor and her pate :in a day_ef_swimming.
tennis._
objective is a special secondary hiking and dancing.
teaching credential. The song
contest winner is -a junior at
Wednesday the class will flock
:QS and her home is in East to Santa Cruz for "Senior Beach
Cleveland, Ohio..
Day". Those planning to make the
Miss Barbara Bentley, organizs pre-- graduation celebration are
er of the contest, said that copies asked to assemble at 9 o’clock
of the winnng song would be Wednesday morning in front of
made and dis rihuted to the hand the Women’s gym.
for official presentation at a footClimax of the get-together will
ball game next year. Copies also
will he made for Spartan rooters. be a dinner at the Casa del Rey
"The outstanding success of hotel in Santa Cruz. Time for the
this year’s contest," Miss Bent- beach feast is 5:30 p.m.
ley said, "is due to the wonderThe Scottish Rite Temple in San
ful cooperation of the Music Jose will he the site of the class
department faculty and the en- banquet Thursday night; time is
thusiastic response of students 6:30 o’clock. Garb suggested is
who wrote and submitted songs. dressy sport. Betty King is chair"Twenty-five songs were enter- man in charge of arrangements.
ed in this contest as compared
to only three songs last year. All
of this year’s songs were good.
Our only difficulty was in trying
to select the best song from the
many we received," she declared.
!Gives
Ended Monday
The song contest ended last
Monday after iunning for three
weeks. Contest judging was done
by faculty members of the Music
By CHARLEEN- LITTLE
epartment. Inc u mg
r. FredCelebrating
the 200th annivererick Boots, Mr. Richard Jesson,
Mr. Eric Petersen, Dr.-Lyle Dow- sary of the death of Johann Seney, Mr. Forrest Baird. and Mr. bastian Bach, a student -faculty
group from San Jose State college
Harold Johnson.
, Dr. Downey sugeested a book- presented "Musical Offering" Frilet containing "They- Spartan day night- in the- Mot eis -Dailey
Team". "Down from tTnder" and auditorium.
-other songs he published for Mu- ,
The score performed at this
dent use at the games.
concert was a modern adaptation
Words and music to the prize-, and arrangement for
small instruwinning entry will appear in the mental
ensemble by Hans David.
Daily Wednesday, the
Spart
last issue of the quarter. The
Most of the work was originally
song will also appear in an early written for a -solo player at the
issue next fall.
harpsichord, forte-piano, or organ.
The instruments used were violin,
viola, violincello and piano, with
flute, oboe, English horn, and bassoon. Each voice part is carried
by a separate instrument and
stands out more distinctly than
Martha Ann Craft merchandis- they would if all were played on
ing major, recently won., a $500 the piano.
store serVice scholarship to the
According to Miss Alma WilNew York university of retailing
to obtain her master’s degree, ac- liams, program annotator: "in aduty
,
supreme
iikeetv. of the music itself Is t
res
ated from San Jose State colleze artistry by which each fragment
this week, will attend classes in of any part derives from, or is rethe mornings; end the university lated to the original Royal theme."
The concert was under the diWill pay her for working in the
rection of Mr. Gibson Walters. afternoons.
The score was ’projected .on a
The scholarship will pay for her
tuition while sh, is ’attending the screen during the performance as
a visual aid to the audience.
university.

Seniors Visit
Hearst Dude
Ranch Today

College Ensemble
Anniversary
Musical Program

Martha Craft
Wins Award
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Envelopes Ready Get La Torre
For Grade Reports Before June 24

Copy desk chiej Bev Lymburner will work in the San Jose area
during the summer and this fall
Did you reserve a La Torre?
Students who want their grades
will marry Bob Hemingway, fea- mailed to them at the end of this
Have you picked it up yet?
ture editor for the Spartan Daily quarter should follow these. inIf not, Bill Schulz, business
during winter quarter.
manager, says, "please de so imstructions:
mediately."
The balance of $3
1. Use envelope provided by Remust be paid by June 21 at the
gistrar’s office. Envelopes for this
Graduate Manager’s office.
purpose are located in a box in
Ac.eording to Schulz, copies not
The one year old son of Mr. and the upstairs corridor of the Ad- paid for by Wednesday.will be sold
ministration
indicting
opposite
the
Mrs. John R. Kahle has "improvto those on the waiting list.
ed considerably,’’ according to late Registrar’s offie2.
2. Add r ess envelope clearly.
est word from the family physiusing full first, middle and last
cian.
names. Married women should use
The child was severely scatiled their-own first and middle names.
Tomorrow is the last day for
from the waist down, when he Tell
3. Do hot seal envelope.
to return library books,
students
into a pool of hot water which
4. Drop envelope in slot at Ow pay book fines, and pay for lost
had seeped to ground’ level from
top of the box.
books, Librarian Joyce Backus
a defective underground steam
said.
Mr.
Leslie
Ross,
assistant
regisline last Wednesday.
Students failing to settle such
trar, says envelopes will be availThe child was given first aid able through Friday, June 23. matters with the library will have
at the college Health office and There is no charge made, for mail- their final grades withheld, she
warned.
ing the grades:
4aken to a hospital.

Condition Better

Return Books Now

I.

Happy Days Are Here Again
Examination Schedule
Mon., June 19 Classes meeting at;
7:30 MWF or Daily
7:30- 9:10
9:30 TTh
9:20-11:00
11:10-12:50 11:30 MWF or Daily
1:30 Trit
1:40- 3:20
3:30 MWF or Daily
3:30- 5:10
Tues., June 20 Classes meeting at:
7:30 TTh
7:30- 9:10
9:30 MWF or- Daily
9:20-11:00
11:10-12:50 11:30 TTh
1:00- 2:30 All English Ax,Ay,Az
classes
1:30 MWF or Daily
2:40- 4:20
3:30 TTh
4:30- 6:10

Wed., June 21 Classes meeting at:
’7:30-9:10
8:30 MWF or Daily
9:20-11:00 10:30 Trh
11:10-12:50 12:30 MWF or Daily
1:40- 3:20
2:30 1Th
3:30-. 5:10
4:30 MWF or Daily

4:

Thum, June 22 Mimes meeting
7:30- 9:10
8:30 TTh
9:20-11:06 10:30 MWF orDaily
11:10-12:50 12:30 1Th
1:40- 3:20
2:30 MWF or Daily
4:30
3:30- 5:10
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SPARTAN DAILY

Spartan Daily

Skilly’s

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

What’s it like to be a Spartan
and Daily editor!
Is it hard? Is it worthwhile?
Your editor has been asked
Menbis
these questions many times during
rissocided cogegicie Press
the past quarter. They are questions which are .not easy to
Office: Publications Building (B93) on E. San Conos street.
answer.
Press of the Globe Printing Co., 1445 S. First street, San Jose
The job of serving as Daily EdiAdvertising Dept., Ext. 211
Editorial, Ext. 210
Telephones: CYpress 4 -6414
Subscription Price: $2.50 per year or $1 per quarter for non ASB card holders. tor has its moments of joy and
satisfaction and its moments of
lvfILT RICHARDSBusiness Manager defeat and depression.
BOB SKILLICORNEditor
In the early part of the quarter
Dan Hruby
Sports Editor
Jack Russell
News Editor
Florence Ross you are bombarded by questions
Society Editor
Bev Lymburnor
Disk Chief
Bill Raver from justifiably -angered news
Wire Editor.
Editorial, Photo Editor _Wally Wenzel
Helen Davis
Feature Editor
sources. "Why didn’t our story get
Make-up EditorsBruce Brotzman, Fred Burbank, Sam Goldman, Charleen Little, in? We gave it to the reporter
Donnie Nunes, Marion Summers.
two weeks ago!" You take your
Brotzman, Fred Burbank, Sam Goldman, Ron Marcus, Ross
Copy Desk Bruce
reporter aside and get matters
Massey, Homer Slater, Thad Spinola.
really don’t
ReportersJack Angius, Firmo Cambianice, Bill Chambers, Edward Corikle, Bar- I straightened out. You
bare Dainty, John Drernel, William Epler, Francis Errota, Albert Grosso, mind students and faculty members giving you a deserved had
Moses De Guzman, Roy Hurlbort, Alan Long, Tom Murphinc La
Potts, Douglas Prestage, Edward Roper, Elmer Rodrigues, Jeanne Thome’, time because you know that
they’re only doing their job and
Jerome Thomas.
ADVERTISING STAFF
Both Watson
Office Manager
Fred Allred, Jim Saw, Beverly baler, John Bardacos, Dick Biorsch,
Salesman
John Blackwell, William Ernst, William Francis, Edward Gasper, Dick Gant,
Ralph Lemont, Ray Lehmkuhl, Ray Lyon, Ralph Peterson, Ben Pettus, Vincent Scampini. Frances Sterling.

yirni
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Letters

.

The

The Spartan Daily herewith presents a summary of the objectives
which it has striven to achieve during this rapidly-fleeting quarter.
I. HARTRANFT STUDENT ADMISSION PLAN: The Daily conducted a poll td’ determine if students approved Mr. Glenn (Tiny)
Hartranft’s plan to charge State students admission to home basketball games and boxing matches with intersectional opponents.
RESULTS: Though few students took time to fill out the questionnaire, there was overwhelming approval for the plan among those
who did answer. Mr. Hartranft announced that he would go ahead
with the plan since students had been given a chance to voice
Their opinion.

to

Editor

Thanks
Editor, Spartan Daily:
In behalf of the Spartan Spinners, I would like to thank you
more than words can say on paper,
how much we appreciate the work
you have done for us this quarter
in getting our articles in the paper
and many of them on the "front
page."
For myself, thank you doubly,
not only for your cooperation, but
for yotx patience with us breathing down your neck. I thought my
job was tough, but I wouldn’t
’trade places with you. Thanks
again.
Appreciatively,
Louise Wurfer, President
SPARTAN SPINNERS

’Campus Fool’

you admire them for keeping you
on the ball.
You sponsor various questionnaires so that students may
have a voice In campus affairs.
The results are poor, but you
are not discouraged because you
remember the days when you
were just one of the Daily’s
readers. You didn’t pay much
attention to those things either.
You meet with Dr. MacQuarrie,
Dean Pitman and other campus
leaders--men and women who
previously had been just wellknown names to you. Now you
know these people are individuals.
They discuss campus problems
with you and tell you interesting
yarns that never make the paper.
You .wlsh time and time again
that all students on Washington
square could meet personally these
men and women who are doing
such a fine job for the college. If
that could happen there would
never be discord on the campus.
When one of your reporters
makes a mistake you might as
well have made it yourself for you
suffer just as much as he does.
You can’t but feel that somehow
it’s your fault.
You come to regard the Daily
as almost a full-time job. There
are occasions when you almost
forget you’ve got classes to attend and tests to study for.
There are times when some students and faculty members think
that you’re failing in your job
when actually you’re trying to be
objective. You become disgusted
tell yourself it isn’t worth the
trouble. Then you remember what
Dr. MacQuarrie told you one day.
"You can’t please them all, my
boy, you just can’t please them
all".
There are the bright days too,
infrequent though they may be,
when someone comes into the office to give you an encouraging
pat on the back or you receive
a complimentary letter_
Yes, there’s’ a mixture of the
bitter and the sweet in thii job
and-that’s- how -it should he. - You,
personally, are profiting by this
job. You’re not only learning more
about journalism, but you’re learning more about your fellow man.
You’re also learning more about
your college than you had during
the previous threp and a half

Dear T & P and
anonymous editorialist:
In defense of those nameless 26
students who distinguished themselves in the Spartan Heado election by voting for Ed Mosher, wt.
wish to bring out a few points on
this deplorable situation.
We suggest a special election to
determine whether we should
shelve "Mr. Stupid" and get a
humorous mascot that could carry
his own part of any half time
activities, or breed more imbeciles
in the image of their ignoble parent, i.e. "Mr. Spartan." Backing
up our suggestion, we cite the lack
of enthusiasm at public appearances of the huge, ungainly monstrosity known to some people as
"Mr. Spartan". In our rooting
section some ignore, Others ridicul(his inane, stoic face. Jeering boys
and yapping dogs are his only admirers.
To further illustrate the enthusiasm of our1,000 plus student
body, only 60 valid votes were cast
in Monday’s fiasco. Wha’ hoppen

the quarter nears the
end, you wish you had had thne
to do more for your college and
your fellow students, But that’s
water under the bridge (or as
we say in B-93) that’s type in
the ’hell box now.
4. LIBRARY PETITION: A petition was circulated about
Is it hard you ask? Ye S it is,
and yet the job becomes routine.
campus by Jack Sproat, Louis Gandy and Paul Geary requestThe job becomes a definite part of
ing longer Library hours. The Daily asked the administration to
your everyday existence.
consider a two-week trial period.
Is it worthwhile? You het it is!
When all is said, and ckme, when
RESULTS: The administration and Librarian Miss Joyce Backus
all the protests and the praises
agreed to grant a trial period and extended it over the month of
have been voiced, you are conMay. Beginning next fall the Library will be open Saturday afternoons
There’s an old saying that when vinced that it has been worthwhile.
5. DAILY MOCK ELECTION: Your newspaper sponsored a it rains it pours.
If you could do it again you
That
sayi.is
cer
Iwo-day carepu-s-wicte mock gubernatorial and senatorial primaryng
y
tainlrite
in
.the
t,0
-wouldn’t hesitate to do so._ But
111..1SCelection.
o4j(noss-Iht’s im_possible. Your
RESULTS: Governor Farl Warrer won over James RooseveTt4 Dr. Peterson, formerly of. San -job as Daily editor can he only
Jose State and now president of a fond memory- a wonderful
and Helen Gahagan Douglas was victorious over Richard Nixon.
[.Long
Beach State, ’conducted the memory that will stay with you
southern
college’s first commence- util you write your last "30". ,
the
requested
6 THRUST AND PARRYS: The Daily editorially
.
Personnel committee to reconsider its policy of clipping Thrust and ment Friday night.
His eldest son, Victor Peterson, ipmmiromin.illingomemod
Parry letters and placing them in students’ personnel files. The matreceived his Master’s degree from
ter was brought to the Daily’s attentioniby Francis J. Kelley’s Thrust Stanford
university over the weekand Parry letter.
end. He received his AB here.
Daughter Eleanor was gradRESULTS: The Personnel committee met and agreed to
uated from San Jose high school
cilscontinue clipping Thrust and Parrys for inclusion in Perlast week. .
sonnel files.
And to top all this off, younger
* DINNER DANCES
son John will receive his AB from
7. COLLEGE SONG RECORDS: Your Daily suggested that the SJS at Friday’s
* THEATRE PARTIES
commencement
Student Council consider ways and means of having records made of exercises.
* WEDDINGS
Seri Jose State’s ,fight songs and hymns which woutsi be sold to stu* PROMS
dents, alumni and faculty.

.
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While we are awarding the titli.
of "Campus Fool" so freely 1S.1).
page 2, 6-14-50), why not pin it on
the person or persons who int-Ai-gated that rather insipid looking
symbol ". . . of true Spartan
sternness and strength".
Is this cumbersome head an
exaMple of sane judgment?
The Greeks have a phrase that
covers this situation . . . SPARTUS MITOSIS STINKUS or three
wrongs don’t make a right.
Strong AthleticSupporters
(Signed by 24 ASB membets

2. SPARTAN DAD’S NIGHT: The Daily suggested editorially that a Dad’s Night football game be held this fallthe first
of what should become an annual event.
RESULTS: Mr. Hartranft and the Daily chose the Loyola game,
Oct. I 3, as the date for Dad’s Night. The Rally committee under
Chairman Ed Vosher has devispci appropripte card and band stunts
for the eveniry ao 1w1 as’ist* activities. Fraternity, sorority and
independent group rave announced that they plan to have fathers Leracias
of the members as dinner guests that evening:-F’reiidint T. -W. lvtaeQuarrie, Dean of Men Paul Pitman and other administrative heads Editor, Spartan Daily:
I would like to thank you for
have spoken enthusiastically in support of the event.
all the issues of the paper which
3 SPARTAN MOTHER’S DAY: In order not to overlook Spar- I received during my confinement
Keene. They helped pass many
tan Mothers, the Daily proposed a joint Inter -fraternity council, Pan- at
long hours. At present, I am planhellenic council, independents-sponsored singing festival to be held ning to return to San Jose in the
annually on Mothers Day. Some groups have suggested that a fall.
years.
campus wide barbecue be held in addition to the festival.
Thank you and all the faculty
When

RESULTS: Various Greek and independent groups have indicated their approval of the idea, but no definite plans have been
made, The Daily honer that some definite action may be taken
fall quarter.

;

Thrust and Parry

Corner

By BOB SKILL1CORN
Spattert Daily Editor

Published daily by the Associated Students of Sin Jose Sfate college, except Saturday
Sunday durina the college year with one issue during each final examination week.

A Report to YOU

,

FEATURING LATEST STYLES
IN HAIRCUTTING
CYpress 5-2448
156 WEST SAN CARLOS STREET
Across from Civic Auditorium

and students for the many kindnesses extended me during my
confinement.
.Sincerely,
Calvin Tomlinson
Keene Hospital
Wasco, Calif.

Petersons Receive
Diplomas All Over

The
New
NEW
FASHION CLEANERS
AND DYERS
EXPERT CLEANING
ALTERATIONS
i DRESSMAKING

-

24-HR. SHIRT SERV
Fernando
Across Street from School
CY 3-3833

277 E. San

Complete Formal

RENTAL SERVICE

Spartan Daily

RESULTS: The Daily is sending a letter _to the Council’s
the proposal will be discussed next fall.

that

Throughout the quarter the Daily has tried to be pbjective in
its handling of all campus issues and problems. On such issues as the
Russian language classes, the Daily presented both sidesstatements
by Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie, Dr. Cyril Bryner, and interested students.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
faltered as scond class matter April 24, 1ns,
et See Jose, California under the act of
March 3, 11171.
Full leased wire service of United Press.
Press of the Globe Printing Company, 1441 S
FIrst St., San Jose, California.Member, Call*Pia Nerspaper Publisher’s Association.

You havent. many graduated

Entire New Stock of white dinner lockets for
Spring and Summer wear.
All garments
freshly cleaned, carefully pressed, fitted to
perfection. You’ll like our services and our
prices which Include dress shirt and access-

ories.

OPEN MONDAY EVE TILL II P. M.

’fill you try

The Daily has sought earnestly to be YPUR campAnewspaRer.
The editor and staff have made mistakes, but they’re learning just as
are their fellow students.
-

Mawr is .46-Sperlso

aspat.41) sYCiU.

COFFEE and DONUTS at

DIERKS
371 West San Carlos

S. & F. TUXEDO SHOP
1114 SOUTH FIRST STREET
Ph*** CY1-1420

;
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‘Polyglot’ Features Articles
On Foreign Language Study
4:The _Value ot Foreign Language Study" In symposium form,
Is the feature topic in OreJ1Ine
Issue of the Polyglot, monthly
publication of the San Jose State
college Modern Languages department.
Opinions of students and teachers on the study of foreign languages are discussed in the article.
Miss Glendawyn Cox points out
that people can comprehend the
existence of a "smaller world- by

leges if desired, $19 a month. Inquire at 65 S. Ninth street, after
11 a.m. Call CY 4-5139,
Women: Clean, eomfortaple furnished rooms with showers and
kitchen privileges, available all
summer. 544 S. Seventh streeC
Three room .cottage. Vacant for
male students during summer, $15
per month. 360 S. Ninth street.

FOR RENT
Apartment to share with two
other fellows ior Summer Session. 567 S. -Eighth street.
Special summer rates. Single
room for two young men at $10
each. 975 S. 15th street. CY 2-4812.
Large rooms for men. Linen furnished, kitchen privileges if cleNicely furnished rooms; men
ared:- $20 per month. 6.5. S. Nint
su4entg74O’S:Third strEet CT
Street.
4-2390.
Rooms for men: Kitchen priviFOR SALE
1944 -Chevrolet club- coupe; new
paint and plastic seat covers, engine completely everhauled, radio.
$7,75. 1018 Clintonia avenue CY
3-4488.
1940 Pontiac 6,tlub coupe. Good
condition, radio, very reasonable.
429 Vine street,
1938 Plymouth Station Wagon.
Must sell. 6100__or_best offer. CI
3-7508.
Hollywood Mtyle double bed. Innerspring-11111ttress_150 Call CI
3-7508.

WE WILL BE OPEN
Monday and Tuesday
for Dinner, 5:30-6:30
Open Wednesday
until 4:30,
Thursday ’till 2:30
Closed Friday
Until July 3

8101\

THE COOP

L ES

learning to understand at least
one group of foreigners without
e rr er o
nguage.
The relationship of North and
South America is the topic of Albert J. Canepa in his article, "An
American Department".
Canepa points out that better
relationships between the two
countries can be achieved through’
a clear understanding of each othera language and customs through
effective study.

Classified Advertising
By ED ROPER
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good motor, $75 or make offer.
547 N. 17th. street. CY 5-7896.
WANTED
San Leandro student wants ride
Ito Summer Session. Help pay expenes. Call Pat Dyer, CY 4-5905.

Tau Delta Phi
Elects Heads 15 June Grads PE Party Has
Sign Contracts Mock ’Court’
Rob Pet tengill was elected
grand magistrate of Tau Delta
Fifteen June graduates from
Ph’ Tower fraternity, Thursday
evening at a meeting in the tower, the Commerce department have
recently signfd .commerce teachaccording to Lou Frangione, pubing contracts for next year, aclicist.
cording to Dr. Earl Atkinson, head
Outgoing Grand Magistrate of the department.
"
The future teachers are David
Lawrence Stram presided over the
Dale Deselms,
meeting where the following of- Cook, Coalinga;
Centerville; Thomas Dusek, San
ficers were elected: John Moeller, Jose;
Donald Fehler, Modesto;
magistrate; Bob Steffen, master Marjorie’Heppner, Danville; Godof records; Bill Gwinn, master of frey Huber, Salinas; Morgan Nelfinance; and Stewart Gregory, son, Sonora.
Garth Norton, Hayward; Ralph
master of entrance.
Peterson, Dixon; Verne Schrader,
The organization also held its Ceres; Dwight Trowbridge, La
annual spring breakfast in the Grand;. William Walker, CampTower Saturday morning. Home- bell; Carroll Welch, Hilmar; Dorcoming open house was held_ Sat- othy Woodard, San Jose; Phyllis
,
Zemer, MOrgan Hill.
urday for alumni and faculty.
There also has been a heavy demand this year for majors in merchandising and secretarial work,
Dr. Atkinson added.
Accounting, real, estate, and insurance majors elm) are finding
Clarence: When are you coming the job situations very satisfacover for dinner ?Lawson.
tory.

IIAnnouncements

fWeiree -Organttattom
Students, faculty members and
friends are invited to the last
meeting of the quarter tomorrow
_ _
night at 7:30 o’clock.
_
.
Today is the last day for 14 perAquarium Club: 7:30 o’clock
meeting tonight in Room S 206. sons to make an appointment in
the Speectioffic?, Room 57, for an
Dear readers:
Interview with Mi. Murray.
Since this possibly may be the
The students to report are:
last. announcement of the current
Harriet Long, Leonard Brandi,
school year, I wish to express my Earle Hassell, Delores Rose, Walappreciation to all those followers ter Fletscher, Robert Howell,
who have made this column a suc- Shirley Scharfen Allen" Carlson,
cess.
Scott McAlister, Hans- Wittwer,
Shirley Austin, Anne. MontgomAt least once in every journal.
ery, Josephine Banducci, and Daa
columnist
or
reportist’r,eareer,
vid Marriott.
er wishes to take a fling at (Teat the staff
and advisers Mr. William Gould
and Mr. Charles Kamen, I have
SANDWICH SHOP
...110111111.
had my chance, and by the reCandy
sponse of my fans. I know I have
Cigarettes
done a job of the highest imccess.
Sandwiches
C. J. Angius
101 EAST SAN FERNANDO
Editor, Announcement column1

14 to Report
To Speech
_ Dept_

NORD’S

II

Faculty members of. the Women’s Physical Education department held a mock "court" Thursday at the annual party which
honored graduating physical education and recreation majors.
Miss Mary Hooton, the presiding "judge", wore a mop \Nig and
graduating gown as her judicial
costume. Each guest was found
guilty of some humorous misdemeanor during her college years
and was made to paysome sort of
penalty. These ranged from vocal
solos to impromptu ballet dances.
The affair was held in the Pet,
-or Burnett Gardens. The MISUSUal
refreshments Were pIatind by Miss
Mary Wiley and Mrs.’ Sarah Wilson. They consisted of two. ice
cream, basket s, containing ice
cream flowers. The ’vari-colored,
flowers were removed from the
baskets and served on each plate.
The faculty ’’’of !ha depar.tment
sponsors a similar informal gettogether each year.

We
Take
Good
Care
of Your
Clothes!

V

’1/

ALTERATIONS
REPAIRS
DYEING
CLEANING
S&H

Green Stamps.

Porto/a
William and 8th

Cleaners
CY 4-1987

BOOKS ARE CAS

EET

CASH for SUMMER VACATION
CASH for next quarter’s books

FOR HIGHEST PRICES
RS

SELL YOUR BOOKS AT THE END OF EACH QUARTER

a

UNTIL THE BEGINNINd -0F114E NEM

VETERANS:

We Welcome your patronage

"ASK THE MAN WHO TRADES HERE"
NEXT QUARTER HAVE YOUR CARD STAMPED:

California Book Co.
"The Friendly Student Store"

134 E. San Fernando

- Just Across Fourth from Student Union

simem

t .ad

4
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Daily’s Sports Editor
To Marry SC Girl in Fall
Daily
14ruby, Spartan
Dan
sports editor, and Gerry Gonzales
will be ’married September 17 in
Sainte Claire’s church in Santa
Clara. The couple have been engaged since June, 1949.
Miss- GOiii-deVls --the- daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gonzales
,
of Santa Clara. She was graduated from Santa Clara high
school in 1949, and now is employed with a Santa Clara florist.
.Dan, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Adolph Hruby of Santa Clara,.
is a junior journalism major. He
was editor of the Santa Clara
high school paper for two years.
lie attended Colorado college in
Colorado Springs before coming
to San Jose State college.
The wedding will be a formal,

Theta Chi Has
Turnabout Day

’

_*. ",
. .

I

14’111

VS11..

’
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Valet 1,61 Tells
Engagement

’Chi 0-57a,erslionor
tc’hols, Prosser
Carolyn Hafley, Rosemary Nichols and Billie Prosser, summer
brides-to-be, were honored at
bridal showers during the week
given by members of Chi Omega
sorority.
A surprise kitchen shower for
Miss Hafley was planned by Margaret ,M u r ph y and Vivienne
Schmidt and held at the Chi
Omega chapter house.
Miss Haney will become the
wife of Carl Ketchum July 9
In Sao Francisca, She Is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. 6.
Harley of San Francisco and is
a sophomore general elementary
major at SJSC. She is also a
member of Spartan Spears, PI
Epsilon Tau and CM Omega-- -

A large ,replica ot an engagement ring tapped the traditional

olas Faitos of Santa Cruz and was
graduated from SJSC in June of
1948.
Peggy Dodds, Lois Williams
and Shirley Young gave a personal
shower feting Billie Prosser Thursday, June 15, in the Chi Omega
house. Miss Piosser will become
the bride of William Smith July
23 in Sebastopol.
Daughter of F. W. Prosser
of Sebastopol, Miss Prosser is a
junior journalism major at
State. Smith is a graduate forestry major at Oregon State
college and the son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Smith of San
Frandsco. He is a member of
Theta XI national fraternity.

3,

box of -chocolates annduncing the
betrothal a Frances Van’t Hof
to Sherman F. Schroder during
the Chi Omega senior breakfast
Sunday.

The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bert Van’t Hof. of Belmont, Miss
Van’t Hof is a junior commerce
major at San Jose State college.
She is a member. of Chi ()meta.
.
Schroder is a business administration major and will graduate
-from SJSC in December, A member of Delta Sigma Gamma frais tht son of Mr. ala
ternity,
- Mrs.Sherman -Schroder of Newark.

The couple are planning ’their Fallowing their wedding, the
President of Alpha Phi Omega, couple plan to make their home wedding for this September and
will make their home in San Jose.
Ketchum is a senior merchandis- in the Trinity Alps.
ing major and member of senior
class eouneit
ia_the son of Mr.
and Mrs. G. W. Ketchum of San
Jose.

Gerry Gonzales.
Cliff Donahue photo
double ring ceremony. Matron of
honor will be Mrs. David Kwiatkowski, Miss Gonzales’ sister.
Bridesmaids will be Miss Beverly
Esperanza and Miss Rita Hruby.
Gilbert Gonzales and Jerry
Thomas will be attendants for
Hruby.

Miss Nichols will recite the
traditional "I dos" with Ernie
Fallon in September. A prisms,shower was held in her honor
Wednesday. June 14, by Jeanne
Kerwin, Pat Marshall and Maxine Foster.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald S. Nichols of San Mateo,
Miss Nichols is a senior and a
member of Mu Phi Epsilon. Fa1tos
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Nick -

FOR THE GRADUATE . . .
The most cherished gift of all, her
engagement ring! This graduation, present
your sweetheart with a beautiful, brilliant
diamond. See our wonderful assortment of
gem stoges, watches, and bracelets at Jules,
your Campus Jeweler.

By JEANNE THOMAS
"Brothers for a Day" was the
hard-earned title bestowed upon
the highly-motivated pledge class
-of Theta Chi fraternity recently,
according to Herb Patnoe, publicity chairman.
Roast beef-- dinners were featured at the joint -gathering of
In a moment of madness, TC
Alpha Omicron Pi and Theta Mu
Pledgemaster Don McKinley of-.
Ruth Saufnauer disclosed the Sigma Wedensday evening.
fered, a -"turnabout" day to the
Pledges of the fraternity. enterfraternity novices. Seems they news of her engagement to Rex
were to be temporarily promoted Williams at a tea held recently at tained the groups following the
if they Could retrieve the local the Williams’ home in Santa Clara. dinner hour. This was the final
chapter’s pledge trophy from StanMr. and Mrs. Charles Saufhauer joint dinner of this -school year
ford, and also obtain the neophyte of Hollister are the Pa rents of the for both organizations.
awards_from the Theta Chi houses bride-elect, who was graduated-I--at Palo Alto, Fresno, and Berk- from San Benito high school. She
eley.
is’now in her sophomore year at
Blasting the smirks from the San Jose ’State college.
brother’s faces, the weary pledges
Williams will be a member of
returned from their "sneak" last the 1950 graduating class at SJSC,
_ &friday_ loaded with loot from the _receiving an A.B. degree in einie,
various chapter houses. All four He was graduated from Abraham
trophies were in their possession. Lincoln high school before he
This, then, dearreaders is-the entered college and served - the
SWITCHBACK SANDAL
reason the sophisticated "broth- U.S. Navy during the war.
ers" of Theta Chi are ,reporting
Following their July marriage in
for the 12:20 o’clock sign-in here- the Hollister Methodist church
to-fore reserved for suffering chapel, the couple plan to live in
pledges; carrying gum and cig- Santa Clara.
arettes: and generally bowing
down to the mighty "brothers for
a day."

Coed Reveals
Engagement

Theta Mu.,A0Pi
.HoldJointDinner

"Vs Jules

fort/ewes"

23 East Santa Clara Street

Headliners in our summer
parade of fashion Joyces

ER01115
FOUNDED
1E3 6 c.1

Cake Contains
Couples’ Names
A cake with the names "Roberta
and Daid" written upon it, was
served to 100 guests recently announcirthe engagement
of
41/51,-id E.
occasion ---was
-S-fo’al’s .
family reunion at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Lou Ulrich in Woodland:
The bride-elect is attending San
Jose State college and is affiliated
with Sigma Kappa. She is the
daughter ofMrs. C. M. Menzies of
Vallejo.
Stoddard, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lyle Stoddard of Lodi, was
graduated from Lodi high school
and served two years with the
U.S. Navy. He is now attending
San Jose, State college where he
holds membership in Theta Chi.
The couple’s wedding will take
place in Vallejo July 9

_DISPLAY
SUPPLIES
Show card colors, board,
brushes, etc.
Mitten Display Letters
and mounting boards.

White or Haze
Strips of smooth leather criss-cross
over your toes and the heel is enclosed . . . adjustable buckles at
the sides.

HEART STRINGS

$8.95

Whenever you’re hungry, remember . . .
Navy,

Green, Geranium

group of softest suede . . . the drawstring runs
through shiny kidskin.
An appealing little

"Known for Good Food"
17 E. Santa Clara St.

()Pen ’till 12:00

$8.95
Open Thursday Nights

S.

!I!51
;ageonal
the
Hof
iring
(last
Mrs.
Miss
lerce
lege.
a.
minua e
iemfra a riti
ewheir
and
lose.
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Lovell, Collins BrownAnnounces
Reveal News Betrothal News
61 Betrothal At Sr. . Breakfast
.
.

Delta Sigma Phi held its annual
barbecue Friday night at Alum
Rock park honoring the fraternity’s ten graduating seniors.
Men of Delta Sigma Phi feted
were Bud Dimdore, Mary "Sam"
Borden, Charles Stevens, George

Schirle, Bob Wright, Bill Martin,
Gale Morelock, Bill Schulz, Mack
Morton, and Dale LaMar.
Following the barbecue, Hank
Rosendin, social chairman., arrangGrace Mary Brown announced
ed for an evening of song and Candy was passed and a humorous skit was performed, to Delta ,her engagement to Paul Terrell,
frolic.
Gamma sistors of sally
Jr., at the recent Deka Zeta senannouncing her engagement to ior’ breakfast in Hotel Sainte
William Collins.
Claire, when she passed the traditional
box of candy,.
Sally is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Howell Lovell of Palo
The bride-elect, a biological sciRay Jones, junior industrial arts ior representative to IFC; George
ence major from Modesto, will be
major from San Jose, was named Coakley, junior representative to
graduated this month With Great
president of Delta Upsilon re- IFC; and John Benson, sgt. at
Distinction. A SJSC she, is affilcently. Members Lud Spolyar and --arms.
iated with Delta Zeta, Tri Beta,
John Piotti were -chosen as deleand Academic-Seholars. Her parThe Delta Us will transplant
gates to the national convention
_ ents are Mr. and Mrs. George 11.
Oregon,
Themselves
Portland,
Sept.
5
to thcie-neW liouse-at
at
Brown of Modesto..
Julius Rocco will assist Jones 155 S. 11th street fall quarter.
Terrell is attending Stanford 1
as vice-president of the social or- A total of 33 men will "live in".
’ university, where he is’ majoring I
ganization. Other new officers The group recently terminated
In civil engineering. His _parents
include RichardAewell, _recording-_their spring-quarter social season
I are Mr. and Mrs. Paul D. Torrell
secretary; Don Wacker, corres- with the annual "Full Moon"
’ of Turlock.
ponding secretary; Fran McMa- dance, held at the Devonshire
wedding date is set for
hon,. treasurer; Lud Spolyar, sen- Country Club in San Carlos.
iThe
September 3.

Gordon Perry’s

DU Chooses Jones Prexy

t Dner

A turkey dinner, complete with . forks in hand, tackled their pasberry pie, was the treat in store try.
for ?he dads of Alpha Omicron Pi
Songs of the "good old days",
girls recently. The dinner was the complete with baritones, were
second annual "Pop-pi" dinner v- sung at the close of the evening,
en by the girls.
"The Lights Went Out," was preSalty Lovell
Highlight of the evening was sented by members as a concludphoto by Butera
when fathers of the new initiatesiing event in entertainment.
gallantly ate their pie without + Chairman for fhe’affair was Pat Alto. She is a junior at San Jose
forks, while actives’ fathers, with Welch.
State college and active in Delta
Gamma.
Tulsa, Oklahoma.
PIER BATH HOUSE and LUNCH ROOM Hefillwillhailsbe from
graduated from San
State college this June, wilh
AT COWEL BEACH
$ aJose
degree in social sciertce. He is
past president of Theta Mu Sigrna.
Hot Water Showers and Dressing Room
No definite plans have been
made for the wedding.
PRICES
.I5c
Change for the beach
.25c
Z4
:henguand Shower
.35c
$.
Zik Two changes, Shower and Clothes checked

BREAKFAST

LUNCH

Babbling Brook
For Fine Food
A LA CARTE
Luncheons, 11:30, 2 Week Days
Dinner, 5.00, 8 Week Days
SUNDAY DINNERS, 1 - 8
Closed Mondays Santa Cruz, Calif.
1025 Laurel St.
Telephone 4020

Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Schwarz

1 lin hill-’ .
111111111111111101101
I:. 41 111 ii""li ’
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Steffan. a graduate of the University of Santa Clara, now works
with the State Division of Industrial Safety as a safety engineer..
The couple plan an August wedding.

1111111
e’S,

DRIVE

CHICKEN

1 E RLY CID
- 7- 11111

DINNER

112 SOQUEL AVE.

ki

I II

HOTEL FACILITIES
Filtered Swimming Pool
BANQUET ROOM
’Largest inSAN LORENZO VALLEY
Phone Ben Lomond 4

7aq4 qpiii

ENTRANCE TO WARF
Chocolates announced the en’17,40W04444/4144.wolore.".#.440:4464.W.,.."...W.e..4.4.40tow.74.s.402* gagement of Isabel Navarro to
_William- W.--Ste-ffan- at- areeent
Alpha ’Omicron Pi meeting.
Miss-Navarre is the daughter_ofMr. and Mrs. J. Navarro of Santa
Clara. She is a junior general
elementary major at San Jose
I
a.
State college.

I.1

Complete . . .

.?. (Noy good
--4111eri(an food

Navarro,- -Steffan
Plan Fall Wed(l

i

SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAINS

DINE WISELY!
in a
friendly atmosphere

onors Ddsl

..., . , iiii,. ,,.. ’

at beautiful
BEN LOMOND

%r4

_

Students

51/2 miles north of Santa Cruz on Highway No. 17.
Cocktails 1:00 P.M. to Midnight
Dinner 5:30-10.30 P.M.
Dancing 900 P.M. to 1:00 A.M. on Saturdays
Open rant day of the week. Tele-p-hone Santa Crux 4637-M for reservations.

-OUR HOUSE IS YOURS
iliies
Jim
Ralph duitifr-t

0

FOUNTAIN and
CAR SERVICE
"Beautiful Girls"

CROSS ROADS

Transfer
Don Wacker and Pat Ryan are
transfers from the Oregon chapter of Delta Upsilon. They arel
’rtev-Wffiliates of San Joie chap-1 ’ter,T-IiVacitin Is ,_0 junior physlcal.
1----duc-at-lun
e
--inaloriiyan itins a j
1_
ior art major.

i

--

FRONT & LAUREL--=-Defireicee-iNtE31170
Doc & Monlca-

SOMETHING NEW AND EXCITING!

HOT BUTTERED
POPCORN

"UP THE RIVER"

The Big 50c
BEACH PARTY SIZE

0
A

CARMEL POPCORN
"HOT" ROASTED
PEANUTS
CANDY APPLES
ICE CREAM
(Hand -Packed)
. . . and for your sweffooth

Chocolates, Brinks, Clusters

CROSS ROADS BAR-B-Q
311 Pacific

CHICKEN,IfILLA

_

Open All Nite

kaistnelkot*
NEAR

THE PALOMAR HOTEL-

1324 PACIFIC AVE.
Open ’till 8:30 P.M.

IN CAPITOLA
ROMANCE IN DINING!
Dancing in the Beautiful
I

pp

ROOM
Kk
OC

45-minute drive to "Capitola-by-the-Sea."
Have your next party here. Fraternity and
sorority fetes welcomed. For reservations

PHONE SANTA CRUZ 6140

1
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I
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Kaddy Corner
4

SiliS frridders
To Free-lance
Next Season
’Al
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TENTATIVE TOURNEY . . .
Glenn S. Hartranft, director of the
PE department, revealed last
week that his proposed Pacific
Coast IntercolleOate golf tourney
was turned down by the PCC
"biggies" at their annual conference. Instead of adopting _Hartranft’s Offer of having all the
western universities meet on the
golf links in a glorified tourney,
the PCC compromised with the
suggestion of forming a Northern
California Golf Tourney.
The director of San Jose State
college’s athletic program stated
that the reason his proposed
tournament fell through was
that the northern schools (Oregon, Washington, Idaho) were
unable to find time during busy
schedules. Their final examinations and .the nearness of the
NCAA golf meet curtailed any
further action by the Coast conference.
Tentatively speaking, San Diego State Southern Cal., UCLA,
and Stanford, among others, will
compete in the tourney. According to 1-fartranft, if all goes right
the tourney will be ready for next
year. . . . It will be held the second Week of June on a basis similar to the NCAA. . . . All schools
in California, who are members
of the NCAA, will be eligible to
participate.
SPARTAN IN MAJORS . . .
Bob Ross, 21 -year-old former San
Jose State student, was called up
to the American league last week
by the Washington Senators. . . .
Ross, voted the outstanding boxer
in the intra-mtical boxing tourna
ment last fall, attended SJ. the
last three quarters.
, The Fullerton youth was acquired by the Nuts from the
Chattanooga Lookouts of the
Southern Association, lie was
drafted by the Lookouts from
the Pueblo Dodgers in the Class
Ross
A Western league. . .
signed a professional contraet
in 1945 while a junior at Fullerton high schoo I. This same
Mgschool -matriculated league stars as Walter Johnson
and Arky Vaughan.
Ross, a lanky itouttipaw. displayed worlds of stuff from the start
but suffered from lack of control,
a common fault among portsiders.
He seems to have curbed his big
weakness, as he -walked only four
hatters in 93 innings at Chattanooga while fanning 62. . . . Ross
pitched for Santa Barbara of the
California State loop in 1946.
FACULTY ONE DOWN . . .
The varsity golf crew defeated
the faculty last week in what car.
very well develop into a tradition:
al San Jose State sporting event.
Instigated by Walt McPherson,
the "Spartan Uninvited" ,marked
the first time the two forces met
under any formal appearbnces.
Led by Warren MacCarty’s one
over par 71, the undergraduates
trimmed their elders 21-15. Baseball coach Walt Williams, in losing to MacCarty, carded a re-

San Jose State college’s varsity
football squad will be operating as
an independent for the first time
since 1939, this fall, when they
attempt to undertake the toughest schedule in Spartan history. A
10-game slate is scheduled to date,
breaking a long-time -precedent of
11 or 12 game schedules.
A 10-year drought of grid
rivalry between Loyola university and San Jqee State will be
renewed this year. The Spartans and the Jesuits last met in
1940. The game will be played
in San Jose Friday 13th, in October; the second game of the
home and home series will be
Mel Martin did a complete abodt face as he baled to place In the played in Los Angeles in 1951.
Football competition also will be
high Jump at the NCAA splkefest at Minneapolis Saturday. Donning renew*Witi, the University of
the red and white of the San Francisco Olympic club in place of San Hawaii, first since 1947 la a
season finale Dec. 15 in HonoJose State’s blue and gold. Martin and George Mattes, pole vaulter,
lulu.
will compete for, the Winged 0 at the National AAU meet at BaltiSan Jose returns to the grid
wars again against county rivals
more Saturday.
Stanford and Santa Clara. Orange
bowl victors over Kentucky last
year, who just edged out the
Spartans 14-13. The game will be
the second encounter between the
two colleges in 13 years. The Spartans also meet three CCAA teams
besides clashing with traditional
rival College of Pacific.
The only open date on the schedule,
Nov. 24, may be filled at a
By PARSON PRESTAGE
later date.
The 1950 slate:
Guided by the old maxim, "divide and conquer," the University
of Southern California bagged its 14th National Collegiate Athletic Sept. 23Stanford et Palo Alto.
Sept. 29San Diego State here.
Association track and field titanic at Minneapolis Saturday. The point Oct. 7Santa (’Iara, here.
Indians
Stanford
while
the
points
49
1-5
snared
hungry men of Troy
Oct. 13Loyola here.
and Yale university, their closest rivals, could corral but 28 and 27 Oct. 20I’SF at Kezar stadium.
Oct. 28Pepperdine, LosAngeles.
di qit s, respectively.
bled tp the fastest outdoor twoNew NCAA standards in the miles in the United States this Nov. 3Fresno State here.
shot put and Iwo mile run were year for the second new mark, Nov. 10St. Mary’s here.
wi itt en into the books despite finishing
ahead of !Nov. 18COP at Stockton.
100 yards
the fact that brisk winds kept all Chief Jim Newcomb of USC Mc- Nov. 2-1Open.
athletes at a disadvantage.
Ewen’s time, 9 min. 1.7 sec., sha- Dee. laI . of Hawaii, Monahan.
Performances turned in by ded by the 11 -year old standard of
George Matto"; and Mel Martin, the imniortat Gfeg-RiCe of Notre
the( two-man train from San Era me.
.
..
.
Jur State college, were disDon Gehrman of, Wisconsin
heartening somewhat in com- earned his niche in ,trackdotnis
parison with efforts of some of hall of fame by nabbing his third
their more opportunistic West - NCAA mile title, a feat equalled
Mr. Danny Hill. San Jose State
Coast opponents.
by no other man.
college athletic publicity director,
Mattos found his match in Bobleaves this week for Ann Arbor,
pole
the defending
by Smith,
Mich., where he -will attend the
vault champion from San Diego
American College PUblic RelaState college. Favored to win in
Ytions association convention.
some circles. Mattos not only was
The annual meeting, which will
beaten by Smith, who surprised
ytake place June 27-30, will be atthe field last year, but had to
tended by the leading public rclaTriple plays are rare and often lions directors -.f the major col share the runner-up spot with
two non-entities, Art Sherman of occur too fast for spectators .to leges and universities.
Rhode Island State college and realize what happened. The WmAthletics will be one of the
a Yale Bulldog. consin fans still are talking about fields under disoussion during the
George Apel.
Smith’s height was 14 ft. 2 7-8 a triple play that happened there three day confab.
in., 1-8 of an inch off last year’s two years ago.
After the Ann Arbor gathering,
mark.
Bradley Tech and Wisconsin’s Mr. Hill will journey to New York
’Martin. a study in ups -and- horsehiders were playing an im- and then to Baltimore, his home,
downs, was shut out completely in portant baseball game at Madison where he will spend his vacation.
the high jump. Considerable salt on a wet, sloppy field. Bradley led
was added to the wound with the when the Badgers put a man on ran for the plate. The Bradley
tying of Jack Razzetto and Joe third and first with nobody out player tackled the would-be baserunner, tagged him and completed
Page, two Aztecs from San Di- in a late inning.
The Wisconsin hitter popped up a --triple play that took fully lit
ego, and Willie Dancer of Sarita
Barbara State college for -third a foul near .the first base _stands teen minutes time.
place With en -PHtit:Atof-Oregon.
Vern McGrew of Rice institute over, caught the ball, and sprawlmade the best lea)). 6 ft. 7 in. Only ed on the ground as he stumbled
one month before Martin had cap- over a piece of tarpaulin. The
IMP
tured the event at the Coliseum baserunner at third broke for
home and the Tech man recoverrelays at 6 ft. 6 in.
plate.
Lady luck, who showed a dis- ed to throw to the
The catcher failed to tag the
pleasing amount of partiality to
runner, but the runner failed to
USC in the past, gave no sign
touch home plate.
The runner
at Minneapolis of discontinuMONDAY, June 19
trotted into the Badger dugout.
ing that practice in the future.
In
the
meantime,
the
runner
on
Although the disconcerting TroWilliam Lundigan
first base broke for second and
jans copped but a single event,
stole
the
base.
first
The
Tech
Dorothy McGuire
that by Dick Aftlesey in the
baseman called for the ball and
hurdles, they
high
120-yard
went throughthe dugout touching
I
grabbed off enough other posiwith
each man.
meet.
tions to secure the
Again the baserunner tried to
Bill Albans picked up 22 points
steal a base. This time he was
SECOND HIT
in three events to lead North Carthrown out at third base. The first
fourth
olina, to an unassisted
baseman recovered the hall and
Marilyn Maxwell
place behind the Trojans, Braves,
systematically started touching
John Basehart
and Ella. Morgan State college of
every man again. Finally the Wisthe scene of next consin
Baltimore,
base runner leaped up and
week’s National AAU meet, shared fifth with the California Bears
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Yale’s Bob Fuchs cracked his
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year-old record in the shot by
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pushing the iron bulb out 58 ft.
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"Mother Didn’t
Tell Me"

"Outside Wall"
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5’10

"Whirlpool"

"Never Fear"

ly JERRY THOMAS
spectable 74.... William’s is noted
throughout local golfing circles for
his fairway finesse. . . . Evidently
ths handicaps arranged by McPherson proved duds in certain
matches. . . . For Danny Hill and
Jerry Vroom, two faculty sleepers, went downall the waylosing all their Individuarpoints. .
Six in all. . . There’s always
pitch-and-put courses. . .
START OF A DYNASTY.
George Bruno, one of the better
golfers In collegiate ranks, has
two more years to compete for
the Spartans.. .. George Is expected to be graduated In 1952.
But it has been reported that
his younger brother, Bob, Is
headed for SJS in exactly two
years. .. . This year the younger. Bruno, taller and heavier, Is
proving himself among the golfing juniors.. .. The 16-year-old
lad recently carded a 69 In A
junior tourney’Nuff said. . .
BY THE WAY ... This may interest you folks who are tired of
hearing the bellowing and complaining of our larger California
cities over the treatment received
at- the hands of the major leagues.
For several years Los Angeles and
San Francisco have tried many
a way to break into the big time.
. . . But did You know that San
Jose was on everyone’s lips hack
. That’s
in the early 1900’s? .
correct, the town of San Jose was
heard of more frequently in the
majors ’than any other city. . . .
At least when Jack Sheridan a
colorful umpire, was behind the
plate. . . . According to a baseball hook, "Low and Inside", written by Ira L. Smith and H. Allen
Smith, Sheridan was the first ad
man to work out of California...
It seemed that whenever he worked behind the plate and a hatter
struck out. Sheridan, in a loud
and dramatic oice and fashion,
roared "Strike three, San Jose,
California, Ow Garden Spot of
America.’ .
, We wonder what
the play era thought of our thriving metropolis When Sheridan
made o-btroi
twottably eltaiwed hi;: home addre-.s in
moments of irritable outbursts.
Genuine
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DPhil) Exhibits Varied Ron La Mar SJS Graduates Largest
Goes to School
Objects of Local Art At
Group In School History
Berkeley
By DONNIE NUNES

Harry Powers, art major from Sunnyvale, is featured artist of
the month. His picture is now being exhibited in the Reserve Book
Room under the sponsorship of Delta Phi Delta, national art fraternity,
according to Dora Anderson, publicity chairman for the group.

ft*

Powers is a graduate of _Hayward High school and will be
graduated from San Jose State
college next June. During his
Navy service he spent a year and
a half in the Atlantic area. While
in Italy he visited many art galleries and churches and &I’m many
of the works which he studied in
Art history.
Last year he submitted a pastel for the art show at the Santa
Dr. Marques Reitzel, head of
Clara county fair. He was one the San Jose State
college Art
of the winners of the exhibit.
department, will speak Thursday
Also being exhibited by the art evening to the Organized
Reserve
fraternity -are-a- number’of-pleces Corps. The topic of his
speech will
of silver jewelry. A brooch by be "The Use of Color in CamouRobert Stroschein, ear-rings and flaging."
finger rings by Ralph Starr, cuff
During the war he was camoulinks by Donald’ Foster, pendant flage officer _for, tha-City of San
by Priscilla Tani/Mann, an
a Jose. He worked with army and
bracelet by Gilbert Straw may be civilian projects and made several
viewed in the exihibit case in the surveys of various factories and
main Library.
installations in this area, he said.
For a while he attended special
Textile Dodos
An inlaid decoration with an in- courses-for -earbouflartirsat- the
tricate_ design is being displayed University of California given for
and was made by Victor Benn. The--11S-.-Arn----ik-by the university,
He was appointed head of the
The textile shown in Abe case is a
blockprint, black on yellow, made camouflage division for the Volunteer Disaster Battalion, which
by Mary Wright.
was headed by Michael Antonnaci,
Three tpoled leather pieces city planning engineer of San Jose.
are being shown, among which ‘
an album by Karlin Merril and
a purse by Nancy Mathson. A
red clay cat sculptured by Jacqueline Thomas is also on exhibit.

Art Professor
Will Discuss
Camouflaging

Various Jobs
Now Available

A local private school has an
opening for a typing instructor
for summer school only. Call at
the Placement office for details.
There is an opening in a Texas
college for a residence counsellor.
Inquire at the Placement office
New Officers
for particulars.
New president of Delta Phi
The California State Personnel
Delta is James Johnson, junior art
: Keith Board will hold examinations for
major: Other officers
McFadden. Vice-presi ent; Noreducation- teachers in
vella Pitney, recording secretary; physical
July. A regular or emergency
Anita Lewis, corresponding secrespecial or general secondary
tary; Lillian Dbnpfl,, treasurer;
teaching credential is required.
Pat Anthony, historian.
Salaries range from $268 to $391.
Mr. Warren Pam, art in- Information on these examinations
structor, was elected by the may be had at the Placement
group to serve as Junior adviser. office.
- Mr. Donald Severens assumed
The civilian personnel division
the position of Senior adviser.
of the department of the army
has overseas openings for women
George Muro, past president of and a few men as librarians, recrethe fraternity, Is now in Denver, ation directors, theatrical technicColo., as San Jose State colleges ians, music and productions superchapter delegate to the annual visors, manual arts supervisors
Delta Phi Delta national cony en- and service club directors. Call at
tion. Eight pieces of art by mem- the Placement office.
hers of this chapter were sent ta
the convention to be exhibited in
a combined showing of representative work from national chapters
of the fraternity.
Delta Phi Delta has been in
charge of exhibitions of student
work for the past year. The exhibition committee has consisted
of Veronne Davis, Pat Anthony
and Nat Fast.

Couple Feted
At Barbecue
Mrs. Joan Greenwood, secretary
44theHomeEeettomies

ment, was feted by department
faculty members at d barbecue recently.
Mrs. Greenwood’ and her husband will sail this slimmer for the
British Isles, and the surprise
dinner was in honor of her trip.
Miss Maude Ashe, Miss Gladys
Baird, Miss Jane Beattie, Miss
Joyce .Bolton, Mrs. Leona Cutting,
Mrs. Joan Greenwood, Dr. Margaret Jones, Miss Anna Lou Loze,
Miss Pauline Lynch, Miss Helen
Mignon and Miss Martha Thomas
attended the affair.

Conference
Two San Jose State college librarians will journey to the annual
meeting of the American Library
association at Cleveland next
month, Librarian Joyce Backus
indicates.
Miss Jeanette Vander Ploeg, and
Miss Dora Smith will motor to the
Ohio city for sessions which open
July 16 and conclude July 21.
After the meetings, the pair will
make a tour of northern Michigan, Miss Backus said.
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Ron LaMar, president of the
San Jose State college Student Y,
has been selected to attend the
West Coast Leadership school,
held at the Pacific School of Religion, Berkeley, /recording to Jim
Martin, Y executive secretary.
Martin will work at the school as
assistant director.
LaMar, recently re-elected to
continue serving in the top post
for the local Y’ers, will be financed by the SJS Y group for
the six-week summer school
session, There are three such
leadership schools in the ’United
States located in New York,
Chicago and Berkeley.
The purpose of the school is to
provide training for students in
positions of leadership in college
Christian associations. The three
courses offered include: Religious
Values in the -Modern World,
taught by Dr. John H. Otw*11; Introduction to Social Ethics, under
the leadership of Dr.- Harvey Seifert; and Introduction to Group
Work, offered by Miss Jimmie
Woodward, director of the school.Miss Woodward is on the We/Jona YWCA _student staff for
the state of New York. Dr. Otwell is an associate professor
for the Pacific School of Reneon and Dr. Seifert is professer of Christian Ethics at USC.
Jim Martin stated LaMar possibly will receive four-units credit
from San Jose State college for
his summer school work. Martin
explained that-IsoMe schools could
allow six units credit for the
course-but San Jose isn’t set up to
give the credits in religion.

Treasurers!
Treasurers of all departments
of student affairs organizations
and campus groups are requested to report to the Graduate
Manger’s offlee be.fore ,%unme,r
vacation and clear their records
and check balances.
All persons having checks due
them from campus and departmental organizations also should
call at the Graduate Stanager’s
-office to pick them up before
summer vacation.

Engineering Group
Elects Sorbo Prexy
At Final Meeting

The San Jose State college grad- Speer, and Robert Allen Sones,
uagng class of 1950, totaling 1980 psychology; Verne. 14. Schrader,
students, is the largest class ever business education, and Jacqueline
to be graduated from the college, lone Townsend, social science.
according to Mrs. Margaret HenStudents receiving A.B. degrees
ningsen of the Registrar’s office. - without teaching credentials total
The 1480 total includes stu- 1035, ad 382 students will receive
dents who were graduated in A.B. degrees with teaching creDecember and March of this dentials. Four students are reyear, and those students to be ceiving Bachelor of Education degraduated this June or at the grees, and 48 are receiving Bachelor of Science degrees in engiend-of the summer sessions.
neering.
Approximately 1000 students are
In addition to the 1480 total,
expected to participate in the 125 post graduate students will
commencement exercises to be receive teaching credentials.
held at Spartan Stadium Friday,
San Jose State college has Come
June 23 at 4 p.m.
a long way since June of 1923,
when 10 students -retrelved the
Eleven M.A.’s
first A.B. degrees ever given by
.Eleyen members of the grad- the college. uating class will receive Master of
Past Classes
Arts degrees. The 11 students resays there
Mrs. Henningsen
ceiving the first M.A. degrees ever were 1029 students in the class of
offered by’ the college are: Lowell 1949. A total of 276 students reW. Scott, biological science; Har- ceived A.B. degrees in the class of
ris Heiden Brock, education; Rol- 1995, and about 500 received deand Bretz Smith, English; Vincent grees in 1947.
Francis Costanza and Lois BohMiss Edith Graves of the businett Zobrist, mathematics; Philip ness office estimates that approxGordon Kearney, Lawrence Je- imately 812 -students in the class
me Michiels, Stanley Charles of 1950 are veterans.

NAM Official
Describes Job
Possibilities
Ford Tussing Oakland investment man and vice-chairman of
the industrial relations committee
of the National Association of
Manufacturers, spoke to the Labor
Relations class recently.
"The NAM _is striving to bring
Industrialists and businessmen
before students to tell them how
businesses operate under the individual enterprise system," he
said.
Tussing related his experiences
ITs the field of labor_relations-This
was followed by the group asking
questions. He pointed out the
complexity of negotiating with
multiple union membership in individual plants and told the students how many of the problems
are-hand/ed. -

SJS Now Has
Grad Bulletins
-San JOse State college graditate
division bulletins now are available at the Registrar’s office for
graduate students, according to
Miss Viola Palmer, registrar.
It is the first bulletin on graduate study ever offered by the
college.
The college offers two major
organizations of graduate study.
The first of these leads to the
general secondary credential and
the second to the master of arts
degree. Other graduate study objectives offered by the college include administration and supervision -credentials and-credentials -for school psychologist and school
psychometrist.
NMI

XXII

NOM

MEM

24-Hr. .P1DCEI=
LAUNDRY
SERVICE

"There is an active field open
for students in labor relations,"
he told the group, which was
made up of 22 graduating seniors.

"When seeking employment,
try to find work with which you
will be happy," he urged.
The meeting was attended also
by Ed Wilson of the NAM public
William Sorbo was elected pres- relations staff and local laborident of the Engineering society management leader Al C. Beeson.
at a recent meeting. Taking over
at the meeting, which was the
In or Picked
last of the quarter’, Sorbo said he
Up by 10 a.m.,
is planning a membership drive
READY NEXT
for the coming year.
Mrs. Marion Young, Engineering I
Iticlia,d E. George. 1950 winter
DAY!
Assisting Sorb will be newly quarter graduate, will receive his elected Vice-President Remo Scof- department secretary for the past
two years, .anrtouncedesterday I
commission as second lieutenant in tone. David -Nerell--was
_here
regular arrnV to
%
geletthher -husband to Merced.
mol. Jilines K. Wal s,
o
William Richeson was elected to to
f the corps of mili- the new office of recording secre- He will take the position of direcI
tary police ROTC school at SJS. tary. Corresponding secretary will tor of athletics at he Grand high
school.
George-will -be assigned to the be George Cashman.
Dr. Ralph J. Smith, head of the
commanding general of the §econd
Main business of the evening,
department, said that
army at Ft. Meade, Md., for ad, besides elections, was the laying engineering
I
Phone CYpress’3-6630
to see her go. "She
sorry
was
he
two
first
His
ministrative duties.
of plans for more evening activiSt.
Fernando
West
San
496
and
efficient
and
capable
was
years of service will be spent with ties for next year.
facilitated -my work,"
a combat battalion.
Some suggestions included get- greatly
said.
Smith
Dr.
MO
OM
MIM
OEM
SIMI
AMII
together card parties, picnic, barbecues, and dances.
SWIM in ler*" heated pool, 50x1 IS
DANCE on . . .
Largo maple floor pavilion.
The Miliola, a form of millet
20% Off with ASS Card
seed, is a member of Vie genus- of
RIVERSIDE GROVE
Foriminifera, and has contributed
17 Miles West of Saratoga
extensively to the formation of
on Highway No. 9
red and purple limestones.

George to Receive
Army Commission
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Monday, June 19, 1956

Council Appoints Fall
Quarter_Daily Officer
Tuesday the Student Council appointed Jack’ Russell and Bill
Francis editor and business manager of the Spartan Daily, and Stan
Bennett and Ray Lyon, editor and business manager of Lyke for
fall quarter. Russell, senior journalism major. succeeds Bob SkilHoorn,
present Daily editor. He is one of the few editors in recent years.
who has attended San Jose State college for his entire college career.
Most of the others have been
transfers from various colleges
and universities.
The 23-year-old former Sunnyvale resident is a member of Tau
Delta Phi and Sigma Sigma. This
quarter he has’ been news ’editor
of the Spartan Daily. During
Miss Mary Booth, head of the World War II, he served 26
Occupational Therapy department, months as an infantry sergeant.
reports that news from-several of
To Replace Richards
her graduates show good positions
Bill Francis, junior advertising
and intense interest in their work.
major from Vallejo, re’places Milt
Miss Betty J. Richter. 1948
Richards as business manager of
graduate, has moved from the
O.T. department of the Palsy the paper.. A transfer from Valschool in Oakland to the Palsy lejo junior college where he was
sit
I in Millbrae with a promo- student body president, Francis
tion. Her main work is with got his first professional advertischildren.
ing exeperience as publicity direcCornelia Decker Eskes, is now tor for the Contra Costa stadium.
employed in the O.T. department He also sold advertising for the
at Laguna Honda home in San Alhambra and Martinez high
Francisco. She is a 1949 graduate. school papers.
The future business manager
Hospital Job
spent three years in the South
Betty Dubin, formerly employed 1 Pacific with the navy during the
at the Children’s hospital in Los war. He is a member of LitIfIbt
Angeles, has accepted a position da Chi Alpha and vice-president
at the Children’s hospital in San of Alpha Delta Sigma, honorary
Francisco.
advertising fraternity.
Barbara Fillmore, with ’the
Stan Bennett, new editor of
army nurse corps, has recently Lyke, is a senior commercial art
been transferred from Oliver major from Menlo Park. s1-le has
General hospital in Atlanta, Ga., been on the staff of Lyke for two
to the post hospital at Fort quarters as art editor and producLewis, Wash., according to Miss tion manager,
He said that next quarter’s Lyke
Booth..
Other graduates andaheir places would feature more jokes and
of employment are: Elaine Abild- photographs and would be printed
gaard Lane, Twin Pines sanitar- on slick magazine stock.
ium, Belmont; Jeanne Langdon
Larger Lyke
Ernst, Stockton
and Barbara
Ray Lyon, ruture business manState hospital; Ada Marie Lawson, , Shriner’s hospital in San ager of the college humor magFrancisco; Alice Sampson, TB azine, stated that contacts made
Naperaie, Ill.; Betty thisyear will -enable the-staff to
Ann Straussburger, Kabbat-Kaiser put out a bigger Lyke next fall.
Lyon is a senior m rchandising
Institute, Vallejo; and Adeline
Clark, National Jewish hospital, major from San Fran isco and has
spent two quarters on the publiDenver. Colo.
4
cation’s staff. He is representaTherapy Position
tive at large to the Student CounBetty Lyser Tucker, formerly cil and a member of Theta Mu
chief occupational therapist at the Sigma.
San Francisco Shriners’ hospital,
has accepted the same position
at the Children’s East Bay hospital, Oakland.
Shirley Smith, army nurse, has
completed her basic training at
Burke Medical Center, San Antonio, Texas, and will be stationed
at Letterman General hospital in
There are openings in northern
San Francisco.,
California for kindergarten teach-

OT Graduates
Report High
Job Interest

Placement
Bulletin

Western Firm
Tells of Jobs

ers. These positions require emergency or regular certification!
In the same section there are
open in rural one and
two room schools. Call at the
Placement office for details.
positions

Two Major. 1Whitall, Tieck, Datri Receive
Senior Events Awards in Speaking Contest
Well Attended
The first annual extemporaneous
speaking contest proved to be a
big success Wednesday night, and
the KiW0116 -club witt-cOntinue to
sponsor the affair for the next
few years, ac,gording to Mr. Wilbur F. Luick, contest director.
Of the nine students that participated, five different objective
fields were represented among the
group. Four of the speakers are
majoring in some form of speech,
while two students are majoring
The other
in political science.
three’ participants are majoring in
psychology, public relations, and
engineering.
"It’s a shame that more students were not present to listen
to the speeches, but a lot of
them are too busy with their
studies just before finals to at ten such events," said Mr. Luiek.
"However, next year we ’are
looking forward to another fine
program."
The speakers chose a field relative to the main topic "What is
right with America?", the present
theme of the Kiwanis club. Most
of the students presented ideas
Closely related to -their majors.

The balloting of the judges was no close that Robert Whiten, sophomore political science
--major, just mattegod to squeeze
in ahead of the next five speakers.
On the first balloting David
Tieck junior radio speech major,
and Sam Datri, senior engineering
major, finished in a second -place
-tie just behind the winner, Whitall.
On the second balloting the judges chose Tieck. Not one’ of the
speakers received more than one
first place vote, indicating the
closeness of the judges’ verdict.

The_fiesliwq items on the heavy
Senior class social agenda were
checked off this week -end with
the passing of an extremely successful Senior Ball, and the inspiring Baccalaureate Services, according to Fred Michels, class
president.
, Almost 1000 couples entered
the club house of the Bay
Meadows Race Truck Saturday
night to attend the annual senior class-sponsored dance,
Freddy Martin and his orchestra
Whitall, Tieck, and Datri refurnished music for the affair.
ceived cash awards of 11120, $H),
Among those present were: Presand SS, respectively, and will
ident T. %V. MacQuarrie, Dean
present their same speeches bePaul M. Pitman, Dean Helen Dimfore the ’Divan’s club on June
mick, Dr. and Mrs. Robert D.
23. The. San Jose Kiwanis club
Rhodes, arid Dr. and Mrs. Carl H.
has a membership of 140.
Rich. Co-chairmen for the affair
were Russell Benioff and Gale
The judging of the speeches was
Morelock.
based on. content and delivery.
Baccalaureate was held SunOther factors considered were fulday afternoon at 3 o’clock in the
filling the purpose of the speech,
5-15 Men’s gym. Highlight of
organization and support of ideas.
the eervices was an address by
style (language); physical activDean of Men Paul M. Pitman.
ity, voice, and pronunciation and
His topic- was ’’Three to Make
articulation.
Ready."
Seniors, attired in their commencement caps and gowns, and
their relatives, were presented
with selections by the college
Warren Storm of Alameda was
a cappella choir and school orches- elected president of Alpha Eta ney Bragg, vice-president; Vincent
tra, under the direction of Mr. Sigma for the fall quarter recently Lange, secretary; Mike Lopez,
treasurer, and Jim Allison, col Frederick Boots.
at the fraternity’s final spring
responding secretary.
meeting, according to Don Buell.
Alpha Eta Sigma, which ’is the
president of the group.
college’s honorary accounting fraLt. Col, James K. Watts of the
ternity, recently held, a picnic at
ROTC department presented thee
Adobe Creek lodge. Seventy-ftve
group with a filmof the battle of
persons attended the affair. On
San Pietro, one of .the victories
the food committee were Aldo
that
was
won
by
the
United
States
Final examinations are here.
Balbiani. Ric Beveridge, and Bill
forces
during
the
Italian
camThe Fairness committee urges all
Oltmann.
students to be fair to themselves paign.
Other officers elected were Barand others by putting into practice the Bill of Student Obligations that are pasted in the class.
rooms.
Mr. Elmo A. Robinson, chairman of the Fairness committee,
also has had the fairness system listed on the covers of
The Coop, under the supervision
come to the
Blue-books.
of Mrs. Eva Carver, has received
For cOnvenionce and in order to
the compliments of the San Jose
familiarize students with the obhealth officer for exceptional saniligations, they are given here:
tary methods..
Be fair to others. Work inde- According -to a letter received ;
Across 4th on San Antonio
pendently. Corisult only those aids recently
from D. M. Bissell, city 1
(if any) which the instructor per- health officer,
Opn ’till 2:45 P.M.
numerous inspec-;
Rethember that a
mits.
good tions over a period
of years have1
Sandwiches
Milk
Spartan will not cheat his friends shown that general
sanitation andl
Cold Drinks and Ice Cream
to improve his own score, nor operating methods of the Coop to ’
cheat his mere acquaintances to be exceptionally good.
WE SOLICIT ORDERS FOR
benefit his friends.
The compliments and appreciFIELD TRIPS AND PICNICS
Be fair to yourselves. Let your ation of the health office
were exbehavior give no suggestion of dis- pressed in the letter
Establishial 1925
for the full
honesty to others. Permit no one cooperation and excellent work of
to take advantage of you. When- Mrs. Carver and the food-handlers
ever you think that -another seeks in maintaining the high sanitary
a grade at your expense, do some- standards in Coop operations.
thing about it.
Write intelligibly and legibly. If
it can’t be understood, it can’t be
graded fairly. If it can’t be read, it can’t be graded at all

Fraternity Elects President

Group Urges
IfonestEcams

--ATTENTION -

Health Dept.
Praises Coop

For a nutritious
well-balanced lunch
SAN JOSE
BOX LUNCH

utual Exhibits
Chmues
ates ec q
7

Two representatives of the MutQualified college graduates will
ual Benefit Life Insurance combe given opportunities for -penmaThe peninsula area offers sev- pany gave an insurance sales dem_ _..nent_employment with the West
-busineasopportunitles-40r onstratkin to -tIPwCommerce 180C
Coast office, of Marshall Field En- women. Further informatfon-may Salesinanhip classes Wednesday
terprises, this: summer, according be -had-at-+h Placement office.
afternoon.
to a ’letter received by Dr. MilWalter W. McGuire, district
Several insurance firms, both
burn Wright of the Commerce demanager of the company, and
are
offering
local,
and
national
,
partment from Mr. C. M. Angel,
George Macintosh, sales represenWest Coast representative for the Ipositions to students who will be tative, were on hand to give the
graduated between June 1950 and
concern.
demonstration.
Macintosh is a
Marshall Field is developing February 1951.
gradudte of San Jose State.
an extensive program in the
Dr. Milburn Wright of the
A national chain store is seekwest, and qualified gradates
ing trainees for managerial posi- Commerce department stated that
ill he given both summer and
tions from merchandising men the company recently won an
permanent employment, Mr. AnInformation on this award for its sales presentation,
graduates.
gel stated.
,
and the above ’positions may Lie and for its important contribution
"Last summm a large number
in selling techniques.
had at the Placement office,
of college people were employed
by us, resulting in success for them
and the company. Students from
many colleges in the east and west
were on our personnel rosters.
Some of the ’colleges that were
Pressing lasts longer!
represented were Northwestern,
Mothproofed!
Carlton, Stanford, Carnegie Tech,
Principle, Wake Forest, and Pittsburgh," he continued.
This season a finer and more
generous employment plan will be
set forth by Marshall Field authorities. Training for positions will
25-29 S. Th:rd Street Main Plant
CYprase 2-1062
open the last week of June, with
275 E. William
231 Willow
24th.1 Santa Clara
following
immediately
placement
1199 Franklin, Santa Clara
366 E. Reed
1335 Lincoln, Willow Glen
on luly 1.
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Dr. Ralph J. Smith
To Attend Confab

IDA’S ALTERATION
SHOP
FOR RENT:

TUXEDOS’
White Dinner Jackets

Dr. Ralph J. Smith, engineering
department head, will represent 1
Alterations
San Jose State college at the Naand
tional Convention of the American
Repairing
Society for Engineering Education
LEATHER
to , be held at the University of
Washingtop next week.
- - JACKETS
He will _participate_in the disft
cussions of problems involving the -Wert Ran&
field of engineering,, such as
Lppers
teaching, methods, ’faculty status
and subject matter.
all Day or Night
Dr. Smith will leave by train
Res. CV 2-3382
2-9102
CV
Bus.
for Seattle on June 18 and return
33 W. SAN ANTONIO
on the 24th.
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IF YOU SAND IT
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San Jose State alumnus using Dupont Deluxe paint. All work guaranteed for one year. .
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